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The Apple and the Moth Iela Mari 1970 Illustrates without words how a worm becomes a moth.
Fungarium Ester Gaya 2021-04-06 Welcome to the Fungarium! Step into the world of fungi and learn all
about these strange and fascinating life-forms. Illustrator Katie Scott returns to the Welcome to the
Museum series with exquisite, detailed images of some of the most fascinating living organisms on this
planet--fungi. Exploring every sort of fungi, from the kinds we see on supermarket shelves to those like
penicillium that have shaped human history, this collection is the deﬁnitive introduction to what fungi are
and just how vital they are to the world's ecosystem.
Peaceful Children, Peaceful World Maria Montessori 1989-01-01
Hello, World! Ocean Life Jill McDonald 2019-02-05 All young children love to play in the waves at the
beach. Now here's a Hello, World! board book that teaches them all about oceans and the creatures and
plants that live there. Hello, World! is a series designed to introduce ﬁrst nonﬁction concepts to babies
and toddlers. Told in clear and easy terms ("An octopus has eight arms. Can you count them all?") and
featuring bright, cheerful illustrations, Hello, World! is a perfect way to bring science, nature, and culture
into the busy world of a toddler, where learning never stops. Look for all the books in the Hello, World!
series: Solar System, Weather, Backyard Bugs, Birds, Dinosaurs, My Body, and How Do Apples Grow?
One Was Johnny Board Book Maurice Sendak 2017-01-10 One Was Johnny, along with the other three
classic Nutshell Library titles (Alligators All Around, Chicken Soup with Rice, and Pierre), is the ﬁrst board
book edition of Maurice Sendak’s original work! You loved Nutshell Library as a miniature collection, and
these large board books will make it even easier for children to share with their grown-up readers. From
one to ten and back again, children have been counting along with Maurice Sendak’s One Was Johnny for
over ﬁfty years. Now they can enjoy this classic rhyming story of a boy and his many visitors in this
durable board book format!
Oceanarium National Marine Aquarium 2021-10
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Total Training for Young Champions Tudor O. Bompa 2000 Collects conditioning programs for
athletes between the ages of six and eighteen, oﬀering over three hundred exercises for increasing
coordination, ﬂexibility, speed, endurance, and strength
Under Earth, Under Water Aleksandra Mizielinski 2015-09-01 Hundreds of fascinating facts are waiting
to be unearthed in this book from Aleksandra and Daniel Mizielinski, the creative duo behind 'Maps'. Dive
below the surface, and ﬁnd out what happens under the earth and under the water. From early
submarines and deep-sea life, to burrowing animals and man-made tunnels - you will never look at the
world in the same way again!
La Decadencia De La Mentira / the Decay of Lie Oscar Wilde 2015-02-02 La decadencia de la mentira es
un diálogo que se torna en debate sobre el valor del arte. Dos opiniones enfrentadas, que el arte
renuncie a la belleza a favor de la verdad, sacriﬁcando algo tan humano y maravilloso como el arte.
Wilde presents the essay in a Socratic dialogue, with the characters of Vivian and Cyril having a
conversation throughout. The conversation, although playful and whimsical, promotes Wilde's view of
Romanticism over Realism. Vivian tells Cyril of an article he has been writing called "The Decay Of Lying:
A Protest". In the article Vivian defends Aestheticism and "Art for Art's sake". As summarized by Vivian, it
contains four doctrines: Art never expresses anything but itself. All bad art comes from returning to Life
and Nature, and elevating them into ideals. Life imitates Art far more than Art imitates Life. Lying, the
telling of beautiful untrue things, is the proper aim of Art. The essay ends with the two characters going
outside, as Cyril asked Vivian to do at the beginning of the essay. Vivian ﬁnally complies, saying that
twilight nature's "chief use" may be to "illustrate quotations from the poets."
Earth's Incredible Oceans Jess French 2021-07-20 Enter the world of oceans and the animals that live in
them. Swim with jellyﬁsh, wonder at the busy life of a seagrass meadow, and fence with narwhals. Fish,
sharks, whales, and invertebrates swim through the pages of this colorful ocean book, which combines
gorgeous illustrations and photos to help young enthusiasts learn all about the world's oceans. From
glowing jellyﬁsh to deep sea dwellers, they'll discover the incredible secret world of life under the sea.
They'll also ﬁnd out how they can help take care of the ocean themselves. Earth's Incredible Oceans,
written by ocean expert Jess French and illustrated by Claire McElfatrick, takes children on a fascinating
underwater journey, showing them just how amazing oceans are, what plants and animals live in them,
and how we can help them. It includes all sorts of ocean life, plus amazing facts on how ocean animals
have fun, look after their young, and interact with each other.
Peppa Pig: at the Aquarium Peppa Pig 2020-06-11 Peppa's goldﬁsh Goldie is sad, so Peppa takes him
to the Aquarium to look for a new friend! It's an exciting day out for Peppa and her family, with lots of
fantastic ﬁsh and sea creatures to discover! Miss Rabbit is your guide for this brilliant adventure to ﬁnd
out about things that live under the water. What secrets will Peppa and her family ﬁnd in the Aquarium?
Natural History Carlos Fonseca 2020-07-14 From Carlos Fonseca comes a dazzling, kaleidoscopic epic
of art, politics, and hidden realities Just before the dawn of the new millennium, a curator at a New Jersey
museum of natural history receives an unusual invitation from a celebrated fashion designer. She shares
the curator’s fascination with the secrets of the animal kingdom—with camouﬂage and subterfuge—and
she proposes that they collaborate on an exhibition, the nature of which remains largely obscure, even as
they enter into a strange relationship marked by evasion and elision. Seven years later, after the
designer’s death, the curator recovers the archive of their never-completed project. During a long night
of insomnia, he ﬁnds within the archive a series of clues about the true history of the designer’s family, a
mind-bending puzzle that winds from Haifa, Israel, to bohemian 1970s New York to the Latin American
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jungles. As he follows this trail, the curator discovers a cast of characters whose own ﬁxations interrogate
the unstable frontiers between art, science, politics, and religion. An aging photographer, living nearly
alone in an abandoned mining town where subterranean ﬁres rage without end, creates miniature
replicas of ruined cities. A former model turned conceptual artist becomes the star defendant in a trial
over the very soul and purpose of art. A young indigenous boy receives a vision of the end of the world.
Reality is a curtain, the curator realizes, and to draw it back is to reveal the theater of the obsessed.
Natural History is a portrait of a world trapped between faith and irony, tragedy and farce. An urgent and
impressively ambitious novel in the tradition of Italo Calvino and Ricardo Piglia, it conﬁrms Carlos
Fonseca as one of the most daring writers of his generation.
Look! There's Elmer David McKee 2002 This funny and exciting Elmer adventure is sure to please
children over and over again. Elmer is playing hide and seek with Bird, but it's not as easy as it looks.
Children will have great fun playing along with everyone's favourite patchwork elephant in this inventive
hole-in-the-page adventure.
Peppa Pig: Peppa's Underwater Friends Peppa Pig 2021-08-17
Anatomy Jean-Claude Druvert 2017-10
International Folkloristics Alan Dundes 1999-08-01 International folkloristics is a worldwide discipline
in which scholars study various forms of folklore ranging from myth, folktale, and legend to custom and
belief. Twenty classic essays, beginning with a piece by Jacob Grimm, reveal the evolving theoretical
underpinnings of folkloristics from its nineteenth century origins to its academic coming-of-age in the
twentieth century. Each piece is prefaced by extensive editorial introductions placing them in a historical
and intellectual context. The twenty essays presented here, including several never published previously
in English, will be required reading for any serious student of folklore.
Ocean Hélène Druvert 2018-11-08 This gorgeous, large-format book is ﬁlled with clever cutouts exploring
the ocean, from the shoreline to the murkiest depths. This fact-ﬁlled journey is illustrated by Hélène
Druvert, the acclaimed creator of Paris Up, Up and Away, Mary Poppins Up, Up and Away, Anatomy and
New York Melody.
The Longest Strongest Thread Inbal Leitner 2021-08 Age range 3 to 6 We are moving to a new home,
where the lakes freeze in winter. I am visiting my Grandma to say goodbye. The little girl in this story is
moving with her parents to a new, colder country very far away. She loves visiting her Grandma's sewing
studio and watching her make things and is worried about leaving Grandma behind. As the girl makes a
toy aeroplane and a map so that her Grandma can come and visit her in the new country, Grandma is
busy making a coat to keep her Grandchild warm. Grandma says I mustn't worry that my new home is so
very far away. She says that we two have the longest, strongest thread in the whole world, and she will
surely ﬂy all the way to ﬁnd me.
The Girl in the Woods Patricia MacDonald 2019-07-04 "I have to tell you something. I did something
bad." Fifteen years ago, Blair's best friend Molly was murdered. Fifteen years ago, Adrian Jones went to
prison for it. Fifteen years ago, the real killer got away with it. And now, Blair's terminally ill sister has
made a devastating deathbed confession, which could prove that the wrong man has been imprisoned
for years - and that Molly's killer is still out there. Blair's determined to ﬁnd him, but the story behind
Molly's death is more twisted than she could imagine. If she isn't careful, the killer will ensnare her and
bury Blair with his secret.
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The Big Book of the Blue Yuval Zommer 2018-05 Following the wild success of The Big Book of Bugs
and The Big Book of Beasts, The Big Book of the Blue is the third installment in Yuval Zommer's beloved
series. Alongside everything the young oceanographer needs to know, Zommer's charming illustrations
bring to life some of the slipperiest, scaliest, strangest, and most monstrous underwater animals. The
book opens by explaining how diﬀerent types of animals are able to breathe and survive underwater, and
the diﬀerent families to which they belong. Subsequent pages are dedicated to speciﬁc creatures,
including sea turtles, whales, sharks, stingrays, and seahorses, and show varied life in speciﬁc habitats,
such as a coral reef or deep sea bed. The Big Book of the Blue also explores the underwater world
thematically, looking at animals in danger, learning how to spot creatures at the beach, and discovering
how to do our part to save sea life. Beautiful and ﬁlled with fascinating facts, young, curious readers
won't be able to tear their eyes away from the page.
Idinosaur Darren Naish 2014-10-07 Provides descriptions of the various kinds of dinosaurs that lived
millions of years ago in a book that includes an application that allows the reader to experience
augmented reality animations of some of the dinosaurs.
I Love My Colorful Nails Alicia Acosta 2019-04-02 Ben liked painting his nails, until some of the kids at
school started teasing him. When Dad realized why Ben was sad, he decided to paint his nails too.
Show and Tell Me the World Tom Schamp 2016-09-14 "From the depths of the sea to the energy of fall
camping trips, peer inside Tom Schamp's whimisical and topsy-turvy world to see day-to-day life detailed
and enlivened. Children and parents alike will ﬁnd something new on every page of Show and Tell Me the
World; vibrantly illustrated settings pair with cunning word play to reveal the nuances of everyday life."-Page 4 of cover.
The Sky Hélène Druvert 2021-08 This gorgeous, large-format book is ﬁlled with clever cutouts that take
readers on a soaraway journey up, up and away through the clouds, through the atmosphere and to the
planets, the stars and beyond. On the way they'll learn about birds, insects and pollination, witness a
tornado and an eclipse, and see all kinds of ﬂying machines. This fact-ﬁlled journey is by Hélène Druvert,
the acclaimed creator of many laser-cut books for children.
Who Is Hiding in the Sea? Marc Clamens 2021-03-28 The most playful animals on the sea ﬂoor are
looking for places to hide and stay out of danger. Do you know which animal takes shelter among the
tentacles of sea anemones? Can you ﬁnd the seahorse's ideal home? Play with the pieces and the lift-theﬂaps to discover each animal's hideout as children develop small motor skills and foster hand-eye
coordination.
Egyptomania Emma Giuliani 2017-10 Find out all about Ancient Egypt in this beautifully illustrated and
innovative Lift The Flap book. Learn what Ancient Egyptians wore, what's inside a pyramid, how a
mummy is made and much much more by lifting the ﬂaps and discovering the secrets hiding
underneath!
Mary Poppins Up, Up and Away Hélène Druvert 2016-10-01 A whimsical journey over, under, and
through London with Mary Poppins
A World of Information Richard Platt 2017-09-28 Facts and ﬁgures for the curious reader. Covers more
than 30 fascinating "general knowledge" topics, including shapes, tides, the solar system, and the
periodic table.
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Volcanoes Sylvaine Peyrols 2013 Examines volcanoes, discussing they are formed, how they erupt, and
the scientists that study them.
Blas! Elena Hormiga 2020-09 Blas is a dog almost, almost, like other dogs. He likes to run after the ball,
look out on the balcony, go for a walk ... But there is something that makes him diﬀerent, a strange habit.
Do you want to meet Blas and ﬁnd out why he is so special?
Little Kids First Big Book of Why Amy Shields 2011 Provides answers to commonly asked questions such
as "Why does my skin wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why do we see a rainbow?"
Garden Jungle Helene Druvert 2020-02-11 A whimsical journey through the backyard and a child's
imagination, illustrated with colorful, laser-cut pages.
Teach Your Dragon to Make Friends Steve Herman 2018-08-07 Drew helps his pet dragon Diggory
Doo with social skills to make friends.
Timeline Peter Goes 2016 Timeline explores Earth from the time of the Big Bang through to the threats
of climate change.
Paris Up, Up and Away Helene Druvert 2015-07-31 The Eiﬀel Tower is bored so it decides to cut loose and
ﬂy over Paris! Sailing through the night air, it glides over the Seine; a short hop away, its Opera. It
weaves through the crowd and department stores, falls asleep in the sun, and wakes up to the jangling
bells of Notre Dame. This beautifully crafted book, full of meticulous lasercuts, is a wonderfully
imaginative introduction to Paris for young children.
Oh! Josse Goﬃn 1991-09-10 Colorful illustrations fold out and transform into imaginative ﬁgures drawn
by a creative Belgian artist
Maple & Willow Apart Lori Nichols 2015 Sisters Maple and Willow miss each other when Maple starts
school, leaving Willow behind at home.
New York Melody Hélène Druvert 2018-09-06 Soar through New York and discover its magic and
monuments in this evocatively illustrated children's book enriched by intricate lasercut pages.
The Spice Merchant's Wife Charlotte Betts 2013-08-01 1666. Newly married to a wealthy spice
merchant, Kate Finche believes all her dreams of a happy family life are just around the corner until the
Great Fire rages through London. She watches in horror as their livelihood goes up in ﬂames, ﬁlling the
air with the heady scents of cinnamon, nutmeg and cloves. As the city is devastated, Kate's husband
Robert is forced to seek employment to ensure their survival, but when he is found drowned, Kate
refuses to believe that he has taken his own life. Widowed and penniless, she seeks refuge in The House
of Perfume, the home of blind perfumer Gabriel Harte, who awakens Kate's senses to a whole new world.
But as she ﬂees from this forbidden love, her husband's murderer comes looking for her . . . The Spice
Merchant's Wife is a stunning novel, bursting with the colour and ﬂavour of Restoration London - perfect
for readers of Phillipa Gregory, Joanne Harris and Patrick Suskind's Perfume.
Closed Circles Viveca Sten 2016-03-29 It's a beautiful day for a regatta--until one of Sandhamn Island's
most prestigious residents is killed aboard his sailing yacht. Oscar Juliander was a rich lawyer and deputy
chairman of the prestigious Royal Swedish Yacht Club. While at ﬁrst his death seems like a tragic
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accident, there is evidence of foul play. Police detective Thomas Andreasson teams up with local lawyer
Nora Linde to investigate. As they work to uncover clues, they face resistance from an elite world where
nothing but appearance matters. When the rich and powerful inhabitants of Sweden's idyllic island
getaway come under scrutiny, Thomas and Nora must work closely and secretively to seek justice.
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